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of Mathematics
•	Teachers in districts with high numbers of Limited
English Proficient students
•	Teachers with high numbers of students struggling
with state assessments
•	Mentor teachers and instructional administrators

Call now, and give teachers the opportunity to experience what many are calling the most powerful and
meaninful professional development experience
ever.
Meaningful Learning is delighted to be the exclusive
booking agent for the author of Pictorial Mathematics,
Guillermo Mendieta.
Reserve your dates now by calling Meaningful
Learning at (909) 730-7312 or by booking through
our Web site at www.PictorialMath.com.

Bring Guillermo Mendieta, author of Pictorial Mathematics,
for an engaging two-day, three-day, five-day, or seven-day
professional development experience that will put your
teachers on the fast track for teaching mathematics conceptually, with meaning and for understanding. Attendees
will learn the top ten strategies to teach topics such as:
•	Place value
•	Multiplication
•	Equivalent fractions
•	Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of
fractions
•	Ratios
• Algebraic expressions and equations
•	Factoring
•	Problem solving
Every participant will receive personal attention from
the author, as well as a copy of Pictorial Mathematics.
The five- and seven-day packages include classroom
application follow-ups and demonstration lessons.
At the end of the seminar, educators will have the confidence and knowledge to help their students excel in
mathematics.

M

eaningful Learning Press is proud to announce the
publication of Pictorial Mathematics: An Engaging
Visual Approach to the Teaching and Learning of
Mathematics, 400pp.

In this groundbreaking new resource, author Guillermo Mendieta Jr.
provides not just the roadmap but also the vehicles for teaching
meaningful mathematics through enaging visual representations.
Pictorial Mathematics is both comprehensive and comprehensible:
teachers receive more than 1,000 ready-to-use templates, models,
and visual exercises. His absorbing visual instruction makes
abstract concepts come alive with meaning – giving teachers and
students a practical visual frame of reference to the most important
and challenging topics in school mathematics.
It’s no wonder reviewers rave that Pictorial Mathematics is an
invaluable addition to any mathematics classroom or student
library. Pick up a copy today and see why educators call Pictorial
Mathematics “the must-have resource for anyone teaching or
learning mathematics.”

Pictorial Mathematics will be released February 2006, by
Meaningful Learning Press, CA. 400 pages, $34.95
Order your copy before February 15th and save!
1–4 books: $29.70 per book (15% discount)
5–30 books:$27.96 per book (20% discount)
31+ books:	Contact us at (909) 730-7312

An Engaging Visual Approach
To The Teaching and Learning
of Mathematics
Pictorial Mathematics provides the perfect bridge
between the abstract and the concrete. Its 400 pages
are packed with invaluable tools to help the teacher
and the learner develop meaning, connections and
a deeper conceptual understanding of key mathematical concepts. Inside, you’ll find such resources as:
•	More than 1,000 engaging visual exercises
•	Powerful and engaging models for the development
of conceptual understanding of place value, fractions,
ratios, geometry, the four operations and algebra
concepts
•	Energizing tasks – for small groups, large classrooms,
or individuals alike
•	Master guides to create personalized pictorial
problems

“You’ve done math teachers (and students) a great service
with this book. It shows teachers ways to convey deep (and
cool) concepts even while working under the ‘tyranny of
tests.’ It’s lively, concise, reader-friendly and fun. I’m very
impressed.”
		 —K.C. Cole, Los Angeles Times science writer
and author of The Universe and the Teacup: The
Mathematics Of Truth And Beauty

	Order by Fax (909) 854-5858
	Or by mail from Meaningful Learning
	P.O. Box 448, Etiwanda, CA 91739

Name: ___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
Institution:_______________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________

“This is a must have resource for every middle and elementary
teacher. It makes mathematics concepts that are difficult
to teach come alive and make sense through its pictorial
representations.”
		 —Mary Ann Kline, Curriculum Specialist

_________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ____________
Zip code: _____________ Telephone: _________________________
E-mail: __________________________________________________

“The best resource to help teachers make meaningful
connections between the concrete and the abstract. If you are
going to buy only one book to help you teach mathematics,
buy this one.”
		 —Carolyn Richards, math mentor
“The pictorial approach in Mr. Mendieta’s book has helped
my students develop a deeper conceptual understanding of
key concepts while keeping them very engaged.”
		 —Richard Almore, third-grade teacher
“I just can’t say enough good things about your pictorial
resources. It has helped all my teachers focus on teaching
for understanding and developing our students’ reasoning
skills.”
		 —Crystal Santana, middle school principal

Number of
Books

Price/Book
(As detailed
above)

Method of
Payment

Shipping* $4.95 for first book, $3.00 for each
additional book.
Taxes (Ca residents add $2.25 per book)
Total
*Priority shipping (2-3 days)

Subtotal

Quick Order Form (II)
Make payment payable to Meaningful Learning

Mail or Fax to:
Meaningful Learning
P.O. Box 448
Etiwanda, CA 91739
(909) 730-7312 – Fax (909) 909-854-5858
We accept checks, credit cards (paid through PayPal on-line), and purchase orders.
1-9 books:
$29.95 per book
10-19 books: $27.95 per book
20+ books:
$25.95 per book

You may order online through our secure check-out with Paypal at
www.pictorialmath.com, or
Order by mail : send this form along with your check, credit card
information or purchase order, or
Order by fax: fax us this form with your credit card or purchase order
information.

Name: ___________________________________________________________
Institution: ________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________________ State: ______________
Zip code: _________________ Telephone: _____________________________
Email: _________________________________ Fax: _____________________
Number of Books

Price/Book
(as detailed above)

Method of Payment

Subtotal

Taxes (add 7.75% for sale tax if ordering within California)
Shipping* (3.50 for first book, $2.50 for every additional book)
Total
Credit Card type: _____________ Credit card #:

Expiration date: ____________________

3 or 4 digit security code on card: ____________

Pictorial Mathematics
On-Site Professional Development
Pictorial Mathematics has been described
by mentor teachers throughout California
as the most powerful and effective math
professional
development
available
anywhere. Pictorial Mathematics is based
on the use of multiple representations,
active
learning
strategies
and
differentiated instruction. Adopted by the
Los Angeles County Office of Education
for their mathematics training, Pictorial
Mathematics is revolutionizing how
elementary and middle school teachers
think about and teach mathematics:

About the Training
Act now and reserve a 1, 2, or 3-day
professional development with Guillermo
Mendieta, the award-wining Author of
Pictorial Mathematics. Every participant
will receive:
•
•

•

•

•

A copy of the Pictorial Mathematics
book (400pp, $34.95)
The
Pictorial
Mathematics
Teaching Resource CD-Rom with
over 200 invaluable teaching
resources
Overhead manipulatives to begin
implementing the lessons and
strategies right away!
Over 1,000 models, pictorial
templates and exercises design to
help students develop a much
deeper conceptual understanding
of the key math concepts.
Twenty-eight instructional games to
teach
multiplication,
fractions,
percents, algebraic expressions
and factoring.

Praise for Pictorial Mathematics
Here is what teachers, coaches and
instructional specialists have to say about
the
3-day
Pictorial
Mathematics
Professional development:
“This training was the most engaging and
meaningful I’ve ever experienced in my 15
years of teaching. Guillermo engages
teachers with great hands-on experience
and lessons that can actually be used
immediately in their classrooms. I feel
newly energized to teach my Algebra
classes. Thank you!”
Juldene Sims,
Garfield High School, LAUSD
“The Pictorial Math Training for all fifty
elementary and middle school math
coaches in District 7 was outstanding. It
gave all our coaches the tools and
strategies they need to help our teachers
teach mathematics meaningfully and
conceptually; I just wish every teacher
could have the chance to experience
learning mathematics the way you teach it.”
Math coach, District 7, Los Angeles Unified
School District.
“Wow! I have attended probably over 100
trainings during my 20+ years as a teacher
and coach, but none like this! Engaging!
Meaningful! Deep! Thoughtful! Fun! EyeOpening! Thanks for the tons of resources
and the practical down to earth ideas and
strategies.” Lisa Santos, 3rd grade mentor
teacher.
“This is by far the best professional
development I have participated in during
my 18 years of teaching. I can’t wait to
engage my students with your outstanding
lessons and activities.” Jeff Shuster, 7th
Grade teacher, LACOE

“I have been teaching 2nd and 3rd grade for
over 12 years. I wish I had had your training
when I first started. I never knew there
could be such a clear and engaging way to
teach every concept in the math curriculum,
both visually and kinesthetically. I am going
to ask my district to bring you to our school
so all our teachers can benefit from this
wonderful training,” Keisha White, 3rd grade
teacher

About
Guillermo
Mendieta,
author of
Pictorial
Mathematics.
He is a past recipient of the NAACP Los
Angeles County Teacher of the year award.
He has served in numerous National
boards, including the Annenberg’s National
Equity
Board,
the
National
Staff
Development’s Council, the National
Science Foundation and several others. Mr.
Mendieta has recently received the IRIS
Carl National Mathematics Leadership and
Equity. He will be a guest speaker at the
largest math conference in the state of
California, the California Math Council’s
conference in Palm Springs this November.
He is also a featured speaker at the NCTM
and NCSM National conferences in Atlanta
on April 2007..

To reserve your professional
development days, email us at
pictorialmath@yahoo.com or call us at
(909) 730-7312.

Fax/Mail To:
Pictorial Mathematics
Professional Development Inquiry and
Date Reservation Form
www.PictorialMath.com

Tel: (909) 730-7312, Fax: (909) 854-5858
PO Box 448, Etiwanda, CA, 91739
Name

______________________________________
Title __________________________________
School

“Most of the time, when a workshop is
good, you get 4 to 5 great ideas you can
use in your classroom. In your workshop I
counted 24 different excellent strategies
and activities I plan to use with my
students! Thanks for a great, fun and
worthwhile
experience.
“
Jennifer
Maldonado, 5th grade teacher
“This training is an infusion of enthusiasm
for teaching mathematics. I learned more
content. I learned more ways to reach ALL
my students (universal access). This
teacher practices what he preaches. I
learned as much by the way he taught as
by what he taught. His teaching is
infectious.” Kathy Macauley, LACOE high
school teacher

Pictorial
Mathematics
An Engaging Visual Approach to the
Teaching and Learning of Mathematics

--------------Training Information -------------Email
______________________________________

•

Phone: ________________________________
Address: ______________________________

•
City: __________________________________
State/Zip: ______________________________

Tentative Month(s) for the professional
development: ____________________

•

For the onsite 3-day training we
recommend at least two weeks time
between days 2 and 3 to allow
teachers time to begin implementing
the lessons and strategies they will
learn during days 1 and 2.
To get a preview of the book,
Pictorial Mathematics, go the book’s
website at www.PictorialMath.com.
To inquire further or reserve your
professional development days in
advance, mail the form on the back,
email
us
at
PictorialMath@yahoo.com, or call
us at (909) 730-7312

Approximate # of participants: _______
Please contact me by ( ) phone / ( ) email
about your Pictorial Mathematics
( ) 1 day
( ) 2 day
( ) 3 day or
( ) extended professional development.

Get Your Teachers Energized
and Empowered
to Teach Mathematics
Meaningfully and in
Engaging Ways with
The Pictorial Mathematics
Professional Development.

www.PictorialMath.com
www.PictorialMath.com

